
Introducing

Holds Up 
Over Time

Enjoy years of 
worry-free 
performance with 
Jessup ReCon™ – 
one of the most 
durable anti-slip 
products on 
the market!

The first anti-slip safety product that is paving the way 
for a sustainable future. Made with Nike Grind, ReCon™ is 
a high-performance anti-slip product that not only 
keeps you safe, but also contributes towards a circular 
future by reducing environmental footprints.

Superior Durability

Jessup ReCon™ is the optimal choice for 
superior performance. Its feather-light, 
compressible composition ensures 
cushioning and absorbs shocks, sounds 
and forces with ease for maximum comfort.

Enhanced 
Safety

Jessup ReCon™ 
anti-slip tapes 
and treads provide 
an incredible 
long-lasting grip, 
making any walking 
surface safer and 
more secure.

Meets Slip Standards

Jessup’s ReCon™ is a reliable and resilient solution for 
any slippery surface offering an impressive European 
slip rating of R12 and NFSI rated anti-slip resistance. 
It is also compliant with ADA and OSHA standards.
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ReCon™ is made from 100% post-industrial 
rubber recycled from footwear manufacturing

Available in:

60’ rolls: 1”,2”, 4”, 6”, 12”, 18, 24”, 36” or 48”
Treads: 6” x 24”/50per pack

Reimagine

We’ve reimagined anti-slip tape. Jessup’s 
ReCon™ stands above other products in 
slip-resistance, providing an unparalleled 
level of safety and durability. And unlike 
traditional anti-slip safety products that are 
made from heavy silicon carbide grit, 
Jessup’s ReCon™ is lightweight, making it 
easier and more cost-effective to transport. 
Its unique composition also makes it easy to 
install, providing a secure and durable grip 
for both indoor and outdoor environments.
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Renewal

As an added benefit, using ReCon™ can contribute 
towards LEED certification by using recycled materials 
in building projects. For superior slip-resistance, 
durability, comfort and safety in anti-slip tapes and 
treads - look no further than ReCon™. 

Contact us today to learn more about 
how ReCon™ can benefit your workplace.

Order now: 1-888-711-7735.

Redefine

In addition to its eco-friendly benefits, ReCon™ 
is  designed for performance. Its lightweight, 
compressible and soft nature makes it perfect 
for cushioning, shock absorption, sound and 
force absorption. This makes the product 
ideal for use in a variety of settings including 
OEM applications, light industrial, commercial 
kitchens, restaurants, grocery stores, 
healthcare facilities, schools and more.
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